Inside All the Best Parties at Miami Art Basel, Day 2

As any seasoned Miami Art Basel-goer knows, R.S.V.P to everything and just show up to what you can. From Brickell to Miami Beach, there are openings, panels, and the actual fairs—Design Miami, Untitled, Scope, and the Miami Art Basel—to see and be seen at. And come nightfall the parties begin; invitations flood inboxes and Instagram DMS like an embarrassment of riches for the social butterfly.

Last night saw Alan Faena host a rager chez Faena, Bottega Veneta doing dinner-style, Iggy Pop performed at the Snapchat x Gucci x Harmony Korine bash, and more. All the details, below.

Alan Faena and Lenny Kravitz Popped Bottles of Dom Perignon to Celebrate the Singer's Champagne Collaboration

Lenny Kravitz’s collaboration with Dom Perignon included, yes, a limited-edition bottle designed by Kravitz himself and adorned with hammered metal (“Brutalist art is very dear to me,” he told Vogue of his inspiration.) But it also included a coffee table that, when opened up, holds ice and Champagne bottles...and also lights up. So, c’mon, you must celebrate such a partnership. Last night in Miami Beach, Kravitz sure did. He teamed up with Alan Faena to host a lavish dinner, called the “Last Supper,” at the famed hotelier and developer’s Miami home. Glamorous guests like Sean Penn, Teyana Taylor, Paris Hilton, and Caroline Vreeland waltzed through the palatial home, adorned with rich reds, animal-print couches, and candelabras, to the backyard, where a sprawling table stretched out to the water. Family-style food by Francis Mallmann was served, and soon, the whole night spiraled into a raucous party. Diplo deejayed, and the Champagne, naturally, was endless. Word got out and the crowd, clamoring to get inside, kept growing and growing. That’ll happen when so many fabulously-designed bottles are getting popped. - Elise Taylor